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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF 1HE STUDY

Bibliotherapy has been used for many years as an aid to the healing process. The concept
of using literature to promote mental health has been increasingly accepted as a valid therapeutic
method in recent years. Bibliotherapy has, in the past, been used primarily with adults. This
study will focus on recent developments to help children grow and develop a positive self-concept
through literature. Book lists have been compiled from the many children's books available on the
subjects of death and dying, illness, divorce, fears, handicaps, blended families, single parents,
friendship, physical development, family relationships, attitudes and values, emotions and
feelings, physical and sexual abuse, hospitalization, safety issues, understanding society,
behavior, and difficult situations.
The focus of this project is to examine the uses of biblio-therapy in the primary level
classroom. Hendrickson (1987) writes:
There are many areas in which bibliotherapy may be employed Though fiction or
nonfiction may be used, fiction is the most often preferred. However, some authorities say
that biography is also a good source for those children who are communicatively impaired.
They can learn about significant contributions that have been made by similarly impaired
persons.
It must be stressed that such therapy with elementary school children does not take place
simply through the reading of a book or story. It must include discussions and other
follow-up activities such as using puppets or drama to allow children to express feelings
and emotions as they project themselves through characters. Emotions can be released
through creative dramatics and art. But teachers and librarians are not trained therapists, so
care should be taken when attempting to interpret hidden messages. One must know when

to involve a trained therapist in the event of uncontrolled emotional outbursts of a serious
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occupance. It is likely that such an occupance won't happen, but it is wise to be prepared.
Bibliotherapy requires that one knows his or her students very well, and understands
their needs. It talces work and a lot of reading to find the right books to use at the right
time. But the rewards will be worth the ambitious endeavor. It is a moving experience to
see a child conquer a nagging problem; it is equally satisfying to know that a big step has
been taken in the social and emotional development or adjust-ment that the child eventually
makes. Our responsibilities as educators are many. Not the least among them is helping to
guide young minds and lives onto the paths that lead to independence and social and
emotional maturity. Biblio-therapy is one more agent we can use to achieve these goals.
(p. 41)

Purpose
The purpose of this project is to explore the history and uses of bibliotherapy and to
provide lesson plans for the use of bibliotherapuetic literature in the classroom. The detailed lesson
plans can be used in the classroom on a daily or a weekly basis as the teacher deems appropriate.
Each lesson is built around a book or a poem.
Definition of Terms
Bibliotherapy
Jalonga defines bibliotherapy as "using literature for the purpose of promoting mental
health or the use of books in a therapeutic sense ... "(cited in Hendrickson (1988), p.

40).
Lesson Plans
A set of detailed instructions compiled in a logical sequence presenting a topic or concept in
a clear and concise manner.
Summary of the Project
Chapter 2 of this project report gives a history and an overview of bibliotherapy. A brief
overview of bibliotherapy and children is followed by its possible uses in the classroom setting.
Chapter 3 discusses procedures used for creating the teacher lesson packet included in
Appendix A.
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Chapter 4 is a summary of the project report and includes recommendations for the
classroom teacher.
Appendix A consists of eighteen lesson plans to be used in the classroom as a total unit, in
a modified manner, or altered to meet the needs of the classroom teacher.
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In the darkest hour of my sorrow, my only comfort
came from the habit of reading, which Gibbon declared
he 'would not exchange for the wealth of the Indies'
... Even the Sphinx is not so enduring as a great
book, written in the heart's blood of a man or woman
who has sounded the deeps of sorrow only to rise up
full of courage and faith in human nature.

- George Hamilton
Comfort Found in Good Old Books (1911)

CHAPTER2
REVIEW OF TIIB LITERA1URE
The History of Bibliotherapy
A variety of evidence supports the use of bibliotherapy with adults and children. The
classroom provides an environment where many students can be helped through bibliotherapy.
The review relies heavily upon Brown (1975). Of all the literature reviewed pertaining to the
history of biblio-therapy, his works were the most clearly articulated and the most comprehensive.
The idea of using books for healing purposes is not new. Early, advanced civilizations
were known to use books and writings in therapeutic ways. Rubin (1978) states:
The earliest association of books with mental health was by the Greeks who envisioned
their libraries as repositories for 'medicine for the soul.' The Romans felt that orations
could be read by patients to improve their mental health. One of the earliest records of the
use of books for treatment appeared in the Middle Ages. In 1272 the Almansur Hospital in
Cairo provided readings of the Koran as part of the medical treatment This example
represents a recurring pattern in the inception of libraries in institutions. Religious
dedication was the motivation behind the provision of books in mental hospitals and in
prisons until the middle of the nineteenth century. (p. 13)
Using books in hospitals became increasingly popular by the end of the 18th century.
Doctors would work with patients until they diagnosed a particular problem. They would then
work with a librarian to set up an individualized reading program to promote that patient's health.
Brown (1975) explains:
The practice of bibliotherapy, although not commonly known by that term, flourished in
Europe before 1900. It was an important method of psychotherapy and was generally
considered secondary only to outdoor exercise in its curative efficiency. Libraries were
established in most of the better mental hospitals of Europe by the end of the 18th century
5
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and in America by the middle of the 19th century.
Pinal in France, Chiarugi in Italy, and Tude in England, among others, advocated more
humane treatment of the insane in the latter part of the 18th century and included reading as
an important part of the recreational program. This seems to be the earliest general mention
of the use of books in the care and treatment of the mentally handicapped. (p. 13)
Practitioners of bibliotherapy appeared to rely on the following criteria:
1.

Meet each individual's specific need.

2.

Provide a wide range of literature for selection.

3.

The choice of reading material should take into account the patient's medical
condition, education, and mental state.

A different view of bibliotherapy was provided by Sofie Larzarsfeld. She had patients who
identified with characters in a book come to her for therapy. Larzarsfeld (cited in Brown 1975),
found that:
. . . her attention had been arrested from the outset by the extent to which people read
fiction to answer their own emotional problems. Those who sought her help would refer
her to this or that book they had read, saying that she would find exactly their problem in
its pages. When she read the books cited, Lazarsfeld seldom found the identical problem,
but she did find her client's personality and his problem portrayed as he imagined them.
This was very valuable in revealing to the psychologist the individual's total personality
and obscured goals. Many of the client's conflicts came to light in the ensuring discussions
of literature with which he identified himself. . . Lazarsfeld began to use books as
psychotherapy with clients and, in twenty years of case histories, showed almost
unfailingly constructive results. She found that clients often gained insight into their faults,
the causes of maladjustments in their relationships with others, and their wrong attitudes
more easily from reading carefully selected books than through consultation or other
psychological means. The patient's suspicion that the analyst is out to "sell" him a
preconceived idea may become a barrier for proper rapport. (p. 312)

)
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In summary, bibliotherapy has a rich history to support its effectiveness. Today,
bibliotherapy is practiced in different settings. The following section describes these settings and
refines the definition of bibliotherapy as it is applied to these different settings.
Three Types of Bibliotherapy
Bibliotherapy can be divided into three separate categories. Each type of bibliotherapy
deals with a different kind of client and a different mode of therapy.
Institutional Bibliotherapy
Institutional bibliotherapy refers to using literature mainly with individual institutionalized
clients. Books are prescribed by a librarian E1h. the help of a physician or a medical team. The
main goals in this type of therapy are to provide information, recreational reading, and insightful
material. This type of bibliotherapy is not widely used today. It is passive in nature and used with
hospital patients, prisoners, and clients in a private setting. The literature is presented in a didactic
· manner and then the material is discussed.

Clinical Bibliotherapy
Clinical bibliotherapy can be both voluntary or involuntary group therapy. The clients
include people with emotional or behavioral problems. The therapist can be a physician, mental
health worker, or a librarian. Fictional literature is usually used. In a clinical setting, material is
discussed with an emphasis and focus on the client's reactions and insights. The goals of clinical
bibliotherapy are to increase insight and/or facilitate a change in behavior.
Developmental Bibliotherapy
Developmental bibliotherapy is active group therapy with a voluntary client. The client is a
normal person dealing with a crisis situation. The therapist can be a librarian, teacher, nurse, or
counselor. Fictional literature or didactic material is used. The technique includes a discussion of
material with an emphasis on the clients reactions and insights. The goal of this type of therapy is
normal development and self-actualization.
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The Purpose of Bibliotherapy
The purpose of bibliotherapy is to promote mental healing in an individual who is troubled.
The healing comes from a person's interaction with carefully chosen literature. One example of this
healing is shared by Porte (1987):
Twenty years in the field and I never believed a book whose main character was its
problem could be of value to anyone.
And yet recent events in my life have conjoined to make me see how strongly I believe
in the power of books, including fiction, to cure the heart - my own, for instance. Yes, but
there is a difference, I say; and so saying, I have spent considerable time reflecting on it.
The first time I can remember consciously seeking solace through books was three years
ago, when my father died after a prolonged illness. Not long before that, my husband's
father had died suddenly, unexpectedly, from a heart attack. There is no measure for which
mode is worse. Death is worse.
Feeling paralyzed by my inability to cope, I sought help in books on thanatopsis ("a
view of, or musing, upon death"). I didn't find it in them, and after a while I stopped
looking. The fault, of course, was not in the books. They merely turned out not to be the
right books at the right time for me. Then, gradually, as time passed, I began to find what
I needed. I found it randomly, and sometimes startlingly, in poems and stories and novels.
. . Seeing how someone else had perceived and survived sorrow as grievous as my own
was consolation. (p. 41)
Bibliotherapy is useful in institutions, clinics, or in a private setting. Bibliotherapy can be
used with children, adults, and the elderly. Rubin (1978) states:
The goal of bibliotherapy should be insight and understanding. To understand is to stand
under, to stand away, to stand apart, in order to see something from a different perspective;
to learn; to know, and then to integrate that knowledge into the self. Insight is the power of
a thinking, feeling person to look within and beneath the surface of things; it is an ability
that can be strengthened through bibliotherapy. It is especially important that
bibliotherapists be aware of the power they can engender in the client, as opposed to the
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power that is removed. The only demonstration of power for a helpless person is through
a nervous breakdown or through commission of a crime. By "acting out," he or she can
command attention and sympathy - this is power over others. When a person in therapy
learns about the motives for his or her behavior, that power is often removed. Any
effective therapy must replace the destructive power with a new constructive one - that of
insight and understanding. (p. 9)
The importance of working out one's frustrations by reading literature, which addresses the
same frustration, has made the area of Library Science a cornerstone of bibliotherapy.
Bibliotherapy's Roots in Library Science
Library Science has been pivotal in promoting bibliotherapy. Before Library Science,
bibliotherapy wa.s known and practiced by a small number of people in specialized fields. Rubin
(1978) states:
It is no coincidence that the World War II era of 1939 - 1945 also produced much
significance in the field of bibliotherapy. Librarians were busy serving patients in hospitals
and veterans on the streets. By 1950, more then 400 journal articles on bibliotherapy had
been published. From 1950 - 1960, more than 100 articles were published just dealing
with bibliotherapy for adult hospitalized patients. Two-thirds of all the publications in the
field during that decade were published in non-medical journals. From 1960- 1975, 195
articles plus 32 dissertations and research studies were published. Of the 131 articles
published from 1970 - 1975, 35 percent appeared in library journals and 65 percent in
periodicals of other fields such as nursing, occupational therapy, psychiatry, and
education. Bibliotherapy clearly is - and should be further developed as - an
interdisciplinary field. (p. 18)
Types of Literature Effectively Used in Bibliotherapy
A variety of literature types can be effective modes of therapy. The kind of literature
selected by the bibliotherapist depends on the client's need and interest. Brown (1975) states:
Surveys of the reading habits of patients, particularly those in Veterans' Administration
Hospitals, have usually shown that there is little difference between their tastes and those of
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the general public when freedom of choice is offered. illness or disability has little
influence on what a person wants to read The same background factors that influence the
well or normal individual in his reading or non-reading will usually apply. However, what
the patient wants to read and what he should read are not always synonymous, for certain
types of material can have a depressing or debilitating effect on a person with serious
physical or mental problems. Therefore the bibliotherapist must thoroughly understand the
patient's condition and use discrimination in selecting the material to offer. The advice of
the doctor should be sought when there is any doubt as to the possible effect. (p. 298)
In a school setting a teacher can choose appropriate material to suit each situation. The
school psychologist or counselor can be used as a consultant as needed.
Poetry
Poetry can provide an outlet for emotions. It can also inspire and lift a person's mood. It
is used more and more as a treatment for mental patients. Brown (197 5) states, "The National
Association for Poetry Therapy promotes the establishment of programs in poetry therapy, is
developing training programs and standards of accreditation and encourages research and
publications of the subject" (p. 302).
Richardson (unpublished), librarian of the Crownsville State Mental Hospital, writes the
following about poetry and its potential effects on patients:
1.

It can motivate them in their efforts to overcome emotional disorders.

2.

It can help them to develop a philosophy of life that makes it easier for them to
adjust to their misfortune.

3.

It can make it easier to adjust more readily to society upon their release from the
hospital.

4.

It can help the patient to become more spontaneous, thereby providing a release for
pent-up emotions.

5.

By reflecting the past, poems can lift a patient out of a present dilemma into realities
of living in moments of ecstasy.
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Poetry can establish communication more readily than other forms of literature

6.

because fewer words, often more poignant and significant, are used to express an
emotion or idea A poem is said to be the shortest distance between writer and reader.
7.

Reading or hearing poetry read can often inspire the patient to try to write some
verses of his own, giving him a creative activity of great therapeutic value and providing
a means of communicating his own feelings and emotions to others.

8.

Poetry helps to broaden the scope of interpersonal relationships and experiences of
the patients. (p. 9)

Fiction - vs - Non-Fiction
Brown (1975) states, "Zaccaria and Moses, as well as other writers, believe that for
purposes of insight therapy, imaginative literature has greater power to effect changes in the reader
than non-fiction" (p. 298).

Porte (1987) offers a different view on the subject of which type of writing is more
effective in the area of bibliotherapy. She points out that:

Finding good nonfiction was

generally a pleasure because it seemed, to me, likely to help. When fiction was wanted,
however, although I dutifully searched to offer the best, my heart wasn't in it. Twenty
years in the field and I never believed a book whose main character was its problem could
be of value to anyone.
And yet recent events in my life have conjoined to make me see how strongly I believe
in the power of books, including fiction, to cure the heart ... (p.41)
Science Fiction
Reverend Louis A. Rongione, in Catholic Libnuy World, believes science fiction
accomplishes bibliotherapy in the following ways (Rongione, 1964):
1.

With its interest in outer space it compensates for our disappointment in a shrinking
world.

2.

Delving as it does so expertly into matters concerning space travel and other
scientific and technical miracles, it restores or revives confidence in American know-
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how, allaying fears that the United States might become a subject or dominated nation or
be destroyed by the technological accomplishments of others.
3.

Science fiction can offer some solace for the frustrations of modem man's greatest
embarrassment, namely that his probing into age-old problems has created so many
more seemingly unsolvable problems. Science fiction is satisfying because it solves
problems.

4.

Science fiction can offer a refuge from personal problems, for the reader can escape
into a book without social disapproval.

5.

Space exploration and the amazing accomplishments of science fiction heroes give
lavish scope to man's mind, to his courage, and to his aspirations.

6.

The further revelations through space travel of the complexity of the universe may
strengthen the religious faith of an individual, adding to his sense of security, for much
of the science fiction of the past is the reality of the present. (pp. 96-99)

Short Stories. Magazine Articles. Essays
The materials included in this section offer a chance to relax and escape for awhile; they
provide a mental vacation. One advantage essays, short stories, and magazine articles all offer is
the fact that they can be finished in a relatively brief amount of time. Many people have difficulty
concentrating when they are emotionally distraught and may be unable to finish a longer piece of
literature.
Bioiuaphies
Many people can enjoy biographies. When a biography is read, comparisions and self
examinations often spontaneously occur as the reader reacts with the author through print. Brown
(1975) states:
Biographies have been found by hospital librarians to be especially useful, for they so
often reveal the subject's problems and frustrations, and, because they are the life stories of
real rather than imaginary people, they are often more convincing to the reader. It is often
easier for a reader to identify with someone he knows exists or had existed, and
biographies may show failures as well as successes in their true proportions. Gloomy,
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depressing biographies, and large, heavy volumes are usually to be avoided as too taxing
for the patient's physical strength and state of mind. (p. 298)
Fables
The moral or lesson contained in fables is easy for children to understand, can be used to
stimulate discussion, and may provide insight
It is often easier to see oneself or to see a truth through a story. Children especially find it

natural to relate to fable characters because of their high interest in both the stories and animal
characters they often contain.
Self-Help Books
Some bibliotherapists use the type of self-help books clients chose to help diagnose their
emotional illnesses. Others choose books that will be helpful for the particular problem the client is
dealing with. In either case the bibliotherapist can sit down with the client and discuss aspects of
· the book with a focus on the client's situation.
Experts in the field of bibliotherapy differ in their views of the types of books that are the
most theraputicly helpful. The following results were found in a survey of 176 Veterans'
Administration Hospitals and domiciliary homes conducted in 1955-56 (as cited in Brown, 1975):
... it was found that V.A. patients read six times as many books as the general public.
Fiction was a two-to-one choice over non-fiction, except in the case of neuro-psychiatric
patients, who read almost as much non-fiction as fiction. In the fiction category, westerns
were first choice, followed by mysteries and historical novels; science fiction and sports
stories were the least read. In non-fiction, the most popular categories, in order, were
biographies, history, travel, religion, philosophy, and science; books on the fine arts and
hobbies were less popular. Magazines and pocket books, not included in the survey, were
a first choice of many neuropsychiatric patients, because they were convenient to carry
about. In the light of current interest in science and science fiction and declining
publication of westerns, it is very likely that a survey taken today would produce different

)

results. (pp. 22-27)
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The Use of Audio-Visual Aids to Promote Bibliotherapy
Some long-term care institutions have libraries. Filmstrips, videos, or movies shown in a
small group setting about a particular topic will often get people reading who were not reading
previously.
Radio, VCR, television, cassette tapes, compact disks, records, and other audio-visual
media are helpful as long as they are used with a thoughtful plan for the purpose of reaching the
hard to reach patient and get him/her interested in reading. Audio-visual aids are also useful in
school settings for the same reason.
Possible Adverse Effects of Bibliotherapy
Adverse effects from the practice of bibliotherapy will most likely result from a program set
up by a poorly prepared professional. If a book is not examined from many angles, and a
patient/student not thoroughly known, bibliotherapy could do more harm than good. A good
bibliotherapist must include follow-up attention and care.
Research on Bibliotherapy With Children
Bibliotherapy has been difficult to research. So many variables are involved in each
client's case, that actual proof bibliotherapy facilitated the road to recovery is hard to garner.
Throughout the last 40 years little research in this area has been attempted. As a practice however,
it has been effective enough to show a steady growth and increased use over the years. Brown
(1975) states:
Although bibliotherapy has an ever-increasing potential it has not taken its rightful place in
current practice as a distinct science or art Three reasons can be given for this situation: 1)
the lack of bibliotherapy courses taught in schools of library science; 2) the little solid
research which has been conducted in this area since the early 1950's when the Veterans'
Administration libraries conducted efficient and effective research; 3) reluctance on the part
of librarians to have interaction with the psychiatric profession. (p. 344)
Few studies have been attempted with varying results. Three studies are mentioned below
and discussed in detail later in this chapter.
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Ongoa (1979) at Ball State University conducted a study using bibliotherapy with young
children. She reports positive results. (See the section labeled "Fears" in this chapter for more
details on the study).
Marren (1979) of the University of Southern California conducted a study titled,
"Bibliotherapy and School Anxiety in Young Children." Her results were positive; although she
decided to extend the time allowed for the bibliotherapeutic process to be more effective. (See the
section labeled "Leaming to Deal Appropriately With Feelings" in this chapter for more details on
this study.
Beardsley (1979) from the University of Missouri - Columbia, did a study titled, "The
Effects of Using Fiction in Bibliotherapy to Alter the Attitudes of Regular Third Grade Students
Toward Their Handicapped Peers." She reported that no conclusions could be drawn regarding
the effects of bibliotherapy as employed in this treatment on the attitudes of third graders toward
the handicapped. The behavioral sciences deal with people, emotions, and philosophies. While
many areas of the behavioral science field are accepted as being helpful and useful, some may not
be easily proven.
Recent Developments in Using Bibliotherapy With Children
Most of the discussion presented up until now in this chapter has dealt with bibliotherapy
as a profession for helping adult individuals with problems. The focus of the remaining pages of
this chapter will be on recent developments pertaining to the uses of bibliotherapy with children,
followed by a discussion of school and classroom uses.
The study of children's literature continues to be a rapidly growing field. This author
chooses to focus on books intended for children ages five through nine years of age as these are
very critical years in a child's development. Some of the books chosen for review in Appendix A
deal with problems common to primary age children. Other books are presented as "preventative
medicine," with the hope that the children will gain insight and tools to help them should they
encounter particular difficulties in the future.
Cuddingan and Hanson (1988) update the use of bibliotherapy with children as follows:
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People involved with children are beginning to recognize the role that children's
literature plays in helping children learn, experience and enjoy life, grow, imagine, and
play. As life becomes more complex, children face increasing numbers of traumatic
experiences not commonly faced by previous generations. Families move frequently,
divorce is common, and exposure to violence is more prevalent Appropriate literature can
help children to cope with current and potential problems and encourage them to develop
their own value systems... Children's literature can help children learn about and deal
with life's experience, children's books convey information, yet they also help define
feelings and emotions. . . Today literature acknowledges the cognitive, psychological, and
emotional developmental stages of children, and in so doing, adds relevance to their lives.
(p. ix)
Parikh and Schneider (1988) tell of one way books are making a difference in the lives of
hospitalized children in San Francisco:
Perched comfortably on a chair near a five-year-old's bedside, the young woman leans
toward him and softly begins to read a book from an assortment she brought with her. For
half an hour she patiently reads short chapters or books-folktales, picture stories, poetry,
and works of fiction. At the end of the session she is rewarded when a small hand reaches
out and firmly clasps her finger.
This scene took place in the pediatric intensive care unit of San Francisco's Children's
Hospital-not an ordinary setting for a bedtime story. The child had lain unconscious for two
months; his arms, legs, and face were hooked up to tubes. This contact with the storyteller was
his first recognition of another person after those two long months in a coma. The reader was a
Book Buddy, one volunteer from a program established by the San Francisco Public Library ...
Listening to stories is a therapeutic activity that can help children and their families cope with a
hospital stay. (p. 9)

If controversial subjects are explored through biblio-therapy, it is crucial that parents are in
agreement with the religious, moral, and philosophical principles of the book. Rudman ( 1984)
points out that:
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The practice of bibliotherapy - the use of books to help children solve their personal
problems and become aware of societal concerns - has become accepted as an important
part of teaching. Librarians and counselors, as well as parents, search for books that
mirror a problem they wish to help a child overcome. It is a technique that has been in
practice since books were first printed. (p. 3)
Bibliotherapy in the School
Brown (1975) states, "In spite of early recognition of the therapeutic value of reading,
teachers did not begin to investigate and use the technique of bibliotherapy to any extent in the
classroom until the 1940's" (p. 180). Today, bibliotherapy can be used by nurses, librarians,
teachers, or counselors. Qualifications to serve successfully as a bibliotherapist in a school include
a caring personality, an understanding of human nature, and a knowledge of a variety of books.
Brown (1975) shares methods for identifying what might be a troubled student's problem,
an obvious prerequiste to recommending bibliographic literature. These include:
Consulting school records, conferring with other teachers or school staff members who
have contact with him, talking in a friendly fashion with the student himself, and talking
with his friends and acquaintances. Others may include: observation of behavior in the
classroom, the halls, the library, the media center, the playground, or the cafeteria; talking
with the student's parents; knowing the student through sponsorship of extra-curricular
activities such as sports, clubs, journalism, music, or dramatic activities. Sometimes,
different aspects of a student's personality may be revealed through these more informal
contacts. A student's problems may also be revealed in an English class, through his
writings or his inability to speak before a class. Since the reading of a certain number of
books is still an English requirement in many schools, the English teacher has an added
opportunity to influence reading choices and to discuss the books read with the students,
either individually or in groups. (p. 183)
Bibliotherapy can assist a child in gaining insight and even behavioral changes in minor
areas. Deep seated problems should be referred to the school psychologist, and should not be
attempted by a lay person.
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Many times books can be indirectly introduced or suggested to an individual student or a
group of students. Brown (1975) provides the following general principles:
The therapist's choice of books should be governed by several general principles:
1.

Know the student thoroughly before attempting bibliotherapy with him.

2.

Choose the right time and place for making the book contact. Timing is important.

3.

Know the material thoroughly.

4.

Consider the reading level of the student.

5.

Try to discuss the book with the student in a friendly and informal manner...

6.

In discussing a book with the student the therapist should not try to influence the

student's opinion or understanding of the book. ..
7.

Do not suggest specific books to early in your relationship with the student. ..
(p.188-189)

While elementary, junior high, and senior high school students have their unique emotional
needs, many issues of concern are shared by all. Shared issues may include, self esteem,
loneliness, divorce, death, developing friendships, physical abilities, physical acceptance, rape,
parents, prejudice, mental and physical illnesses, drugs, alcohol, handicaps, crime, suicide,
school, and pregnancy. Books at many reading levels are available for the above topics. Local
libraries often have bibliographies on issues of popular concern. A monthly newsletter called the
Bibliotherapy Exchange is published and can be sent to interested parties. It also includes helpful
information for school personnel interested in actively participating in meeting their students'
emotional needs.
In our changing society, children are our countries greatest asset. With the number of

dysfunctional families on the rise, more responsibility is placed on the school to turn out welladjusted, self-confident students. The issue is not whether or not this is the school's
responsibility. The issue is, there exists a need that must be addressed. Bibliotherapy offers one
means for promoting the overall adjustment and well-being of students.
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Specific Uses of Bibliotherapy in the Classroom
The intent of this project is to suggest literature and associated activities for classroom use
that promote healthy psychological development Often bibliotherapy is categorized into specific
problem areas. While there exists many areas of concern, current literature themes include the
following: fears, friendships, self-concept, family issues, physical handicaps, and learning to deal
appropriately with feelings. Each area will be discussed as it pertains to children and
bibliotherapy. Three selections of appropriate literature were chosen for each area noted above,
and developed into lesson plans for general classroom use. These lesson plans can be found in
Appendix A.
Fears
Fear touches everyone at various places and times in their lives. Different ages engender
different fears. Literature can bring solace to the fearful. Porte (1987) proclaimed:
Dispensation of good books enables readers to live considered lives; not a single book for a
single sorrow, not band-aids between bindings, but an endless array of reading that helps
to keep at bay the greatest fear we have, that of finding ourselves truly alone in this world.
(p. 42)

There are few times in life however, where fears loom larger than in childhood. Fear of the
dark, of parents separating, of failure, of school, and fear of the unknown are only a few of the
anxieties children can face. Unlike adults, children may not have the inner resources experience
provides to fight their fears. This is where the right piece of literature can make a difference.
Ongona (1979) conducted a study titled, "The Effect of Bibliotherapy Through Listening in
Reducing Fears of Young Children." Eighty-one children in daycare centers were randomly
assigned to one of three groups in the study. Twenty-eight children were in the experimental
bibliotherapy through listening group. These children listened to stories related to fears which
young children experience. Feelings and reactions to each story were discussed. Twenty-eight
children were in the neutral story group. These children listened to stories of general content
(excluding fear). These children then discussed each story after it was read. Twenty-five students
were a non-treatment control group. They participated only in the pre-testing and post-testing. A
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fear scale designed to measure fears in young children was administered individually as the pre-test
and post-test. A significant difference was found in the adjusted mean post-test score of the group
of young children experiencing bibliotherapy through listening, compared to the adjusted mean
post-test score of both the group of children listening to neutral stories and the non-treatment
group.

Dr. Bruno Bettelheim offers insight and encourages understanding when a child wants to
read, or be read the same book over and over again. Dr. Bettelheim (cited in Trelease, 1985)
believes:
. . . that such a book fills a personal need of the child. Some fear or concern is being
allayed by the book, a kind of paper security blanket. He finds nightly courage or comfort
in its characters or setting. Don't try and reveal this secret to the child; allow him those
important self-discoveries. (p. 35)
Three literature selections with corresponding activities relating to fears are included in
Appendix A.
Friendship
Children's literature about friendship abounds, friendships between animals, children, and
adults. Children can learn valuable lessons about the many aspects of friendship from literature.
By watching interaction between characters, children can gain insight that may be of value to them
in thier own personal relationships. In Appendix A three sample lesson plans are presented on
friendship. These lessons are built around poems and books with a friendship therpe.
Self-Concept
There is a fine selection of children's literature available that deals with self-concept
Cuddingan and Hanson (1988) state:
All children have a basic need to develop a sense of self and to answer the question: "Who
am I?" "How am I like others?" "How am I different?" The search for self-identity is a
lifelong process, but it has its roots in early childhood. . . As children develop a selfconcept, they are able to perceive their personal attributes and limitations and also to
understand their individuality. Children's acceptance of themselves as worthwhile
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individuals is determined not only in how they see themselves but also in what is reflected
by those around them... Stories about self-concept, self-esteem, and handicaps can be
introduced at various ages, depending on a particular child's needs. (pp. 118-119)
Caffee (1975), from East Texas University, did a study titled, "Bibliotherapy: Its Effects
on Self-Concept and Self-Actualization." Although this study (and the next to be discussed) were
done with older students, they are reviewed here due to the general appropriateness of the research.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the therapeutic value of bibliotherapy in effecting
change in the growth process in the areas of self-concept and self-actualization during group
counseling. Forty-two volunteer sophomores, juniors, and senior high students were randomly
assigned to one of three groups. Group One met weekly as a group and did individual reading on
the side. Group Two was assigned reading materials and met individually with the investigator.
Group Three was the control gro1;1p and did not meet at all. All groups were pre and post-tested on
two different scales. One scale evaluated personal orientation and the second scale evaluated
acceptance of self and others.
The results and conclusions of the Caffee (1975) study included the following. Statistically
significant differences between the groups were not found. Increased acceptance of racial
difference, social gains, and increased interpersonal relationships between members of Group One
were observed. Bibliotherapy was observed as providing increased insight into self and others.
Zenter (1974), of the University of Montana, conducted a study titled, "The Effects of
Bibliotherapy and Level of Reading Ability on Self-Concept" He divided college students into
three groups based on their reading ability (high, medium, low). A prearranged reading test was
given to assess each student's reading level. The high group read a philosophy book, the medium
group read a travelogue, and the control group did not read Significant differences were found
suggesting that bibliotherapy and a student's reading ability did effect self-concept. The two
groups involved in reading scored higher.
Using books with an emphasis on self-esteem and self-concept in the schools helps to
create a positive classroom atmosphere that in tum can affect student learning. Three sample
lessons concerning self-concept are provided for the classroom teacher in Appendix A.
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Family Issues
For the majority of children, the family is the single greatest influence in their life. Our
values, ways of interacting with others, interests, security, and self-concept are determined in large
part by our families. When families are dysfunctional, broken apart, or changed in some way, all
the family members must work through a variety of problems.
Children are especially vulnerable to changes within the family structure. Common causes
of distress for primary age children include: a new baby, sibling rivalry, divorce, parent
remarriage, adoption, foster care, and abuse of any kind within the family unit.
Rudman (1984) shares the following about children's literature dealing with family matters:
Family interaction forms the basis for future social relationships. In the past decade there
have been some books written about single-parent families and one or two about communal
groups, but the preponderance of literature assumes the intact nuclear family. In some
cases an extended family situation is presented, but it is usually recognized as something
out of the ordinary. Many of the exceptions to the conventional family arc used as vehicles
for presenting the problems that they generate. . . Models of constructive family behavior
as well as dramatic representations of negative situations may be found in the literature for
children. (p. 15)
Three literature selections which focus on different family issues are presented along with
complementing activities in Appendix A.
Physical Handicaps
A wide variety of children's literature dealing with various physical and mental handicaps
has been written in the last twenty years. Rudman (1984) states that:
Normal children, too, are victims of certain myths that prevail about disabled people. They
are often afraid to talk to or even stand near people with disabilities because they are afraid
that the disability is contagious. . . When we do not know people as friends, we are
sometimes tempted to classify them by their obvious attributes (the blond; the fat one). We
would do well to help ourselves and our students move away from these limiting and
dehumanizing categorizations toward a response to the whole, complex individual. (p. 248)
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Integrating students with mental and physical handicaps into the regular classroom has
become mandatory. The right books can help.
A study by Beardsley (1979) titled, "The Effects of Using Fiction in Bibliotherapy to Alter
the Attitudes of Regular Third Grade Students toward Their Handicapped Peers" was done to
determine what effect bibliotherapy would have on regular third grade students attitudes toward
their handicapped classmates. Students were randomly selected from sixteen classrooms. One
experimental group and two control groups were used. Due perhaps to the shortness of the study
(eleven school days), Dr. Beardsley was unable to draw any conclusions.
Sharing children's literature that focuses on the mental and the physical handicaps of others
can increase children's understanding and awareness of the difficulty these people may face in their
everyday lives.
Three literature selections which address different handicaps are included in Appendix A
along with selected activities.
Expressin~ Feelings
Young children are still learning how to appropriately express their feelings. Children are
often not able to identify strong emotions (such as anger, frustration, and jealousy), let alone know
how to deal with such powerful feelings. Cuddingan and Hanson (1988) share how children's
literature can help.
Reading is a common approach to helping children identify, experience, and express
emotions. There may be times when books are shared with children because they relate to
the behaviors being exhibited. At other times, books can be a means to helping children
learn how to express their emotions. Through reading and discussion, children can be
helped to understand that emotions have a cause-and-effect relationship, and they have a
chance to examine the consequences of displaying certain emotions. When emotions
become problematic, books can be a source of comfort for children. Identification with a
book's character can help children to see their situation more clearly and foster a resolution
of their emotional conflict (p. 39)
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Marrelli (1979), of the University of Southern California, did a study titled, "Bibliotherapy
and School Anxiety in Young Children." The purpose of her study was to investigate
bibliotherapy as a possible strategy in the alleviation of school anxieties in young children. Fiftyeight second and third grade students were randomly assigned to three groups. The first group
was involved in reading and discussion; the second group was involved in reading only; and the
third group was the control group. The study took place over an eight week period. The
hypothesis that the children involved in bibliotherapy would demonstrate less anxiety at the
conclusion of treatment than would the children involved in the control group was not supported.
One observed outcome of this study was, however, that the children involved in
bibliotherapy had learned to express their feelings. (Several parents and teachers commented that
since the start of the bibliotherapy program, some of the children had become very outspoken
about their dissatisfaction with certain aspects of their school life!)
Three different literature selections focusing on feelings, accompanied by group and
individual activities are included in Appendix A.
Chapter Recommendations
Rubin (1978) states:
There are many testimonials to the power of literature. Most are emotional, personal
statements about its merits. Censorship is the age-old rebuttal to these testimonials, the
evidence of a strong belief in the harmful effects of literature. Both the love and the fear of
literature have produced authors, critics, teachers, librarians, and readers.
Bibliotherapy is a means of directing this potency. It is an activity which utilizes the
strength of literature for the purposes of understanding, insight, and self-growth.

(p. 1)
Bibliotherapy may be an effective means of dealing with real life issues in the classroom
and has a strong potential use with children who do not have deep emotional problems. It also can
help students problem solve concerns that are common to their age level. It is useful as
preventative medicine in preparing students to think ahead and clarify their values.
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It is recommended in the primary classrooms that stories be read aloud then discussed as a
group. Appropriate activities should follow that encourage expansion of the topic addressed in the
literature.
It's also suggested that parents be made aware of bibliotherapy and it's use in the
classroom. Parents should be assured that the morals, values, and religious beliefs they are trying
to instill in their children will not be in conflict with bibliotherapy.
With regards to bibliotherapy in the classroom, this author recommends that the classroom
teacher take time out to:
1.

Know the students.

2.

Make careful selection of bibliotherapeutic literature.

3.

Provide discussion, role play, drama, and related activities after a literature selection
is read.
Chapter Summary

Bibliotherapy can play an important role in promoting good mental health. It is useful in
schools, clinics, hospitals, and private settings.
Caution must be used when teachers attempt bibliotherapy in the classroom. When using
bibliotherapy at the primary age level, it is usually most effective for the teacher to present the
appropriate literature aloud to a group of students. Group and individual activities can be used as
follow up depending on the purpose of the particular piece of literature.
The field of bibliotherapy continues to grow (slowly, but steadily). Researc,h conflicts as
to the effectiveness of bibliotherapy. Most researchers, however, agree that with proper guidance
bibliotherapy can be a very useful, therapeutic tool.

Chapter 3
PROCEDURES AND RESULTS OF THE PROJECT

Procedures
The cumulative efforts of this project include a packet of instructional materials to be used
in a first, second, or third grade classroom. The instructional materials are in the reading and
language arts area. Various types of literature are used along with related activities to promote
awareness in the areas of: self-concept, fears, physical handicaps, family issues, friendship, and
expressing feelings. Borba (1987) writes:
Research tells us that teachers can be significant others to the children they come in contact
with. Thus, they can have a significant impact, both positive and negative, on children's
formation of self-image.
Teachers can also help children change poor self-images, seemingly at any age, but in so
doing should keep in mind these important points:
• Helping a child improve a poor self-image is not easy, nor does change occur over
night Change takes place very slowly.
• Consistency is very important. The teacher must be willing to make a conscious effort
each day to help the child develop more positive feelings about himself or herself.
• The teacher's attitude and the classroom environment play significant roles in helping a
child form a more positive self-picture.
A teacher becomes a child's significant other when the child values the teacher as a person
and when the child feels he or she is a significant being to the teacher. It is important, then,
that the teacher's attitude invite and nurture positive self-enhancement in the children he or
she deals with. Since teachers' attitudes are controlled by their own feelings of competency
and self-worth and by their feelings about the children they are working with, it is
important that teachers periodically review their own self-pictures. A teacher who hopes to
help a child improve his or her self-image should have these qualities:
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• a genuine interest and concern for the child;

)

• a rapport with the child such that the child feels the teacher is a significant person to him
or her;
• a genuine recognition of the positive qualities of the child;
• an understanding that the child feels very poorly about himself or herself;
• a real belief that the child's self-image can change;
• a willingness to make the effort and take the time to help the child feel better about
himself or herself;
• the self-trust and self-respect to be confident that he or she can be instrumental in
helping the child improve a poor self-image; ... " (p. 6-7)
Appendix A of this project presents eighteen poems and books that deal with different
aspects of self-concept, family issues, fears, physical handicaps, friendship, and expressing
feelings. Group and/or individual activities are included with each literature selection to increase its
therapeutic value. The individual and group activities were generated from the present author and
from other teachers. Several of the main ideas also came from professional literature and were
adapted to fit one of the above topics. Literature for Appendix A was chosen after the authors
perusal through literature and recommendations from other teachers and adults. Several ERIC
searches were done before enough appropriate literature was found. Books, journal articles, and
abstracts were used to gather the information base of this project.
Results
Teaching the variety of lessons presented in Appendix A should allow the classroom
teacher insight into each student. These lessons are presented as a small portion of a bibliotherapy
program. The teacher can add literature and lessons to the program throughout the year.
The majority of the literature presented in Appendix A was chosen because of previous
successful use with students by the present author. The activities and types of literature presented
are intended to serve as a guideline for developing other material to increase student awareness of
feelings, self-concept, family, fears, physical handicaps, and friendship.

Chapter4
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summazy
The focus of this study has been upon the field of bibliotherapy: its history, purpose,
types, variety of litera-ture used, effectiveness, potential adverse effects, effects on children, and
use in the schools.

Much of the literature reviewed dealt with bibliotherapy as a clinical practice

for adults and most of the literature available focused solely upon adults. These articles were
included as a support and a clarification of bibliotherapy. Although bibliotherapy has existed for
many years, its use in our schools is relatively new and not widely nor systematically employed.
Trained professionals (including teachers, librarians, and counselors) can play an important role in
reaching out to children through literature.
Bibliotherapy in the school setting should not take the place of other forms of therapy. It
can, however, serve to enlighten students and help them work through common obstacles and
concerns.
Appendix A includes a variety of lesson plans for the elementary classroom teacher (grades
one through three). Each lesson is based on a poem or book that was selected for the purpose of
increasing and promoting awareness in one of the following areas: family issues, fears,
friendship, physical handicaps, expressing feelings, and self-concept. Most lessons include both
group and independent activities. Some adaptations are suggested for grade levels, but teacher
discretion in selecting appropriate lessons for his/her classroom is encouraged.
There is no suggested order for these lessons. They may be chosen as the classroom
teacher wishes, and the need arises. All of the lessons do not need to be taught. One unit may be
taught over a two to three week period or, perhaps more effectively, one to two lessons may be
taught weekly throughout the school year.
Conclusions
Bibliotherapy can be used successfully in the elementary classroom by a trained and
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sensitive teacher. Hendrickson ( 1987) writes:
Although bibliotherapy in the elementary school is not meant to be used in a clinical,
therapeutic manner, it is a valid and reasonable means of attempting to help children learn to
cope with the emotional disruptions they may encounter.
Educators and librarians know that for a child to learn well, and to succeed in
interpersonal relationships and handle crises in an acceptable manner, he or she must feel a
sense of security and well-being. When children feel their world is crumbling around
them, they hardly can be expected to function on a high level of emotional responses. It is
then that literature can give a child insight into his or her situation as well as possible
alternatives for solving a personal problem. It is both helpful and rewarding when readers
can actually see themselves in a story or poem. Therefore, recognizing a child's need is an
important first step in selecting and suggesting materials for reading or listening, if that
material is to help in a particular situation. (p. 40)
Using bibliotherapy in the classroom is an effective means of encouraging the growth of
positive self-esteem.
Care should be taken by the teacher to stay within the limits of his/her training. Students
with deep emotional problems should be referred to a professional who specializes in the area of
mental health.
Many wonderful books are now available for children. These works of literature can help
strengthen a child as the child identifies and gains insight from well chosen stories.
Recommendations
The activities presented in Appendix A are intended to offer suggestions and ideas to the
busy classroom teacher. The lessons may be modified or changed to meet the needs of the
classroom.
This study focused on only six potential problem areas (fear, expressing feelings, family
issues, friendship, self-concept, and physical handicaps). By being sensitive to classroom climate,
new areas of concern can be addressed to meet student needs.
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The lesson plans provided are designed to make up only a portion of a bibliotherapeutic
unit. Teachers are urged to expand and add their own favorite literature and creative touches;
inviting their students to grow and mature into healthy, caring individuals.
Many sources cited had not been recently researched. Further empirical studies in
bibliotherapy would be useful as there is an absence of research in this field, and a continued
interest in this area of study.
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FAMILY ISSUES

34

Dinosaurs Divorce
This book, written in cartoon style, addresses the following issues: Why do
parents, divorce?, What happens after the divorce?, How do you celebrate
holidays and special occasions?, How do you tell your friends?, This story
is easy to understand and presents a painful topic in a clear, caring, positive
(and sometimes humorous) way.
Objectives:

To allow students time to express feelings and experiences.
To suggest positive ways of handling the many new situations and
difficulties divorce brings.

Materials:

1.

Book: Dinosaurs Divorce

2.

Chalkboard and chalk

· Suggested Group Activities:

1.

Read: Dinosaurs Divorce

2.

Discuss book

3.

List the following headings on the chalkboard: having two homes,
living with one parent, celebrating holidays, telling your friends,
step-parents, step-sisters and step-brothers. Reread the book to the
students. Brainstorm positive suggestions the book presents about
each topic written on the board and write student responses under
the corresponding title.

Because divorce is a very painful topic for most students living through the experience, the
following suggestions are offered:
A.

If a child seems to be having a great deal of difficulty dealing with the feelings
brought on by the divorce refer him/her to the school counselor.

B.

Sometimes when children find they are not alone in the divorce experience (this
book will most likely generate much discussion) they feel some relief.

C.

Don't pry or force personal stories beyond that which is offered by the student.
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4.

Panel Discussion

Invite older students who have adjusted to their parents divorce (with parent
permission) into the classroom to answer questions. (lntennediate teachers may be
able to provide names of those suited to be on the panel).
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Title:

The Berenstain Bears Get in a Fieht

Summary:

This is a story of a family of bears (mama, papa, brother, and sister). They
usually get along very well, but once in awhile they all fight. They learned
that even though they loved each other they still could argue and disagree.

Objective:

To be aware of possible solutions to common household disputes.

Materials:

1.

Book: The Berenstain Bears Get in a Fight

2.

Puppet materials

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read: The Berenstain Bears Get in a Fight

2.

Discuss story.

3.

Divide students into groups of four. Have each team member make
a puppet of a different bear family member. Have each group pick a
different potential fight situation common to many homes (these
ideas can be brainstormed prior to puppet show). Each group will
practice their situation and present it to the class.
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Title:

Book: The Berenstain Bears and Marna's New Job

Summary:

When mama bear decides to open her own business her family gets very
upset But they all learn to be a little more independent and responsible after
she goes to work outside the home.

Objective:

To identify family changes when mother goes back to work.

Materials:

1.

Book: The Berenstain Bears and Mama's New Job

Suggested Group Activities:

1.

Read: The Berenstain Bears and Mama's New Job

2.

Discuss book.

3.

Make a class bulletin board: (each child share one idea)
Before Mother Went To Work
1.

Mother cooked all meals

2.

Mother made all beds

After Mother Went To Work

4.

1.

We take turns

2.

We each make our own beds

To reinforce the positive side of mother going back to work, have
each student chose one before and one after statement (from the
bulletin board# three). Have the student fold a piece of paper in
half and illustrate the before situation on one half and the after
situation on the other half. Share with others to reinforce ideas.
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PHYSICAL HANDICAPS
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Title:

My Book For Kids With Cansur

Summazy:

This book was written by a ten year old boy who has been cancer free for
two years. He wrote this book so other people would know what it's like
to experience cancer. He also wanted others to know kids don't always die
from cancer. The spelling and writing style are unedited. His older
brothers illustrated the book for him.

Objective:

To expose students to a real life experience of a boy who lived with a
physical disability.

Materials:

1.

Book: My Book For Kids With Cansur

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read and Discuss: My Book For Kids With Cansur

2.

Special speakers: Invite people with different disabilities to your
classroom to speak about successfully living with a handicap.

3.

Make cards for children who are at Children's Hospital.

4.

Have each student write a letter to the author of My Book For Kids With Car
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Title:

Someone Special Just Like You

Summary:

This book is unique because of its many photographs portraying both
children with disabilities and children without disabilities involved in
common childhood activities. Its simple message is let's try to love and
accept each other, whatever our limitations.

Objectives:

To familiarize children with actual photographs of disabled children.
To promote acceptance of those who are different.

Materials:

1. Book: Someone Special Just Like You

Sug~ested Group Activities:

1.

Read and Discuss: Someone Special Just Like You.

2.

Field Trip Ideas
A)

Visit a local nursing home. Arrange to pass out homemade
cards to residents.

B)

)

Visit local hospital. (Many local hospitals provide group
tours).

3.

Have an Understanding Physical Handicaps Day. Students need to
choose a physical disability (i.e. wheelchair, earplugs/hearing loss,
blind fold/impaired vision, not talking/speech impairments, etc.) to
experience limitations. Much preparation and follow up need to go
into this activity. For one school day students will be temporarily
"disabled."

4.

Share feelings and experiences the next day.
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Sally Can't See

Summary:

Sally is a twelve year old girl who can't see. Real photographs follow her
through a normal day and explain life from her point of view.

Objectives:

To expose children to life in a sightless world. To increase understanding
of people who are blind.

Materials:

1.

Book: Sally Can't See

2.

Braille writing

3.

Straight pins

4.

8 1/2" x 11" sheets of cardboard

5.

Blind folds

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read and discuss: Sally Can't See.

2.

Get samples of Braille writing (the school nurse may be able to
obtain Braille writings). Have students practice reading the alphabet
and numbers with their fingertips. (To extend this activity let each
student make their own Braille alphabet card with a sheet of
cardboard and a straight pin.)

3.

Eat lunch blindfolded. Explain that many sightless people arrange
their food like the face of a clock so they can eat confidently. (i.e.
your fruit is at 2:00).
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EXPRESSING FEELINGS

)
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Title:

The Ouarrelin~ Book

Summary:

This book presents a chain of events that affect each person in a family
negatively. The result is bad humor and quarreling. At the end of the story
wrongs are righted and the family is happy once again.

Objective:

Learning to identify feelings and to make "I" statements.

Materials:

1.

Book: The Ouarrelin~ Book

2.

5" x 7" cards with problem situations pre-printed on them in a
basket.

3.

Chair

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read: The Quarreling Book

2.

Place chair in center of a half circle. Choose one student to set in the
"I" chair. The rest of the class sits on the floor in a semi-circle.
Students in the semi-circle take turns picking an index card out of
the basket Then the student stands in front of the "I" chair and
reads the card (i.e. Your friend just called you a name). The student
in the "I" chair can only respond with "I" statements (i.e. "I feel mad
when you say things like that to me." "I'll talk to you when you're
ready to be poll te. ") Model .il!lQ practice the skill of responding with
"I" statements before attempting this role play situation.
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Title:

The Shy Little Girl

Summary:

This is the story about a little girl, that is naturally shy, who encounters new
people and experiences and must learn to deal with them.

Objective:

To identify feelings of shyness.
To provide ways to cope and overcome shyness.

Materials:

The Shy Little Girl

1.

Book:

2.

"Interview Form" (create beforehand and have copies for all
students).

3.

Large chart with interview form duplicated in large print

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read: The Shy Little Girl

2.

Pair up students with a partner they don't know well. Teach basic
interview skills and together on a large chart do a practice interview.
Have partners interview each other using the interview sheets
provided. After the interview sheet is completed, students present
the person and information gleaned from the interview to the class.
(Teacher models first. Even the shyest usually feel fairly
comfortable with this activity.)

3.

Have students sit in a circle. Model possible responses to the
following frame sentence - I feel shy when
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · Have students, one
by one, complete the frame sentence. By sharing experiences

students will discover and find comfort in the knowledge that they
are not alone in feeling shy.
(NOTE TO TEACHERS: As a shy child feels comfortable and successful in the classroom
his/her confidence level grows and shyness level decreases.)
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Title:

Happiness is a Wann Puppy

Summazy:

Snoopy (Charlie Brown's dog) points out simple homey things that bring
happiness. This is a predictable pattern book which enhances reader
enjoyment as the students participate in reading the story aloud.

Objective:

To identify those things which make one happy.

Materials:

1.

Book: Happiness is a Wann Puppy

2.

Yellow construction paper

3.

Markers, pencils

4.

Scissors

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read: Happiness is a Warm Puppy

2.

Brainstorm on chalkboard things that make us happy.

3.

Students sit in a circle and each completes the sentence oralJy,
"Happiness is - - - - - - - -- - -

4.

11

Make happiness graphs/charts. Graph/chart those things which
bring happiness to the class.

Independent Activities:
1.

Each child cuts two yellow circles for the cover and back of their
own book. A big happy face is drawn on the cover. Each page
inside has the frame sentence, "Happiness is
- - - - - - - - - - - · " with a picture above the
sentence.

2.

Share completed books in class.

(Suggestions for grade level adjustments - sentences can be dictated, a picture can be
substituted for the sentence, or students can write paragraphs instead.)
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SELF-CONCEPT

47
Title:

The Value of Believing in Yourself: The Stozy of Louis Pasteur

Summazy:

This is a story (based on historical facts) of Louis Pasteur, who continued
in his search for a cure for a silkworm disease, for anthrax, and for rabies.
He was scorned by many, but kept on believing he could make a difference,
and he did!

Objective:

To identify famous people who kept believing against all odds.

Materials:

1.

The Value of Believing in Yourself: The Story of Louis Pasteur.

2.

Overhead projector

3.

Pencils

4.

Scissors

5.

8 1/2" X 11" ;tagboard

6.

Black and white construction paper

7.

Magazines

8.

Butcher paper graphs

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read: The Value of Believing in Yourself: The Story of Louis
Pasteur,

2.

Arrange with the librarian to help the class find books about people
who kept believing in themselves. The teacher should also gather
appropriate books ahead of time.

3.

Share the stories together.

4.

Create a story map of each.

5.

Share stories students write.

6.

Class Graphs:
Eye color
Hair color
Who can wink
Number of family members
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Favorite food
Favorite T.V. show
Favorite animal

Independent Activities:
1.

Each student chooses one person who kept believing in themselves
to write a summary about.

2.

Have a parent trace each child's silhouette on a piece of black
construction paper (using the overhead projector to create a
shadow). Have each child cut out his/her silhouette and glue it on
white construction paper. Place pictures on a special bulletin board.

3.

Silhouette collages, "Have each child find self-descriptive pictures
or ~ords in old magazines, cut them out and paste them onto the
silhouette.
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Title:

The Important Book

Summary:

This is a pattern book about important things. The flow of the words make
it a favorite with primary age children as they read the repeated phrase on
each page during read aloud story time.

Objectives:

The student will be able to identify important things in his/her life.
Each student will write one important thing about every person in the class.
1.

Book: The Important Book

2.

Set of individual class pictures

3.

Paper and covers for books.

4.

Colored pencils

Materials:

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read: The Important Book

2.

Photo copy each students school picture at the top of an 8 1/2" by
11" sheet of paper. Each morning introduce a new child's sheet and
pass it around for the other children to note one important thing
about that child. Frame and display or make into a class book.

Independent Activities:
1.

Class book and/or individual pattern book. "The important thing
about _ _ _ _ , etc."

2.

Each student will write letters to people who are important to them
and tell them why they are important

3.

Students write thank you letters to the nurse, principal, custodians,
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Title:

Leo the Late Bloomer

Summruy:

Leo is a little tiger who can't read or write like his playmates. After many
disappointments, he finds he is just a late bloomer and can indeed do what
the others can do. It just took him a little longer.

Objectives:

To identify areas of growth over the last year.
To identify a talent that can be nurtured.

Materials:

Leo the Late Bloomer

1.

Book:

2.

Large flower pot and flower patterns.

3.

Green, white, brown, and yellow construction paper

4.

Paper to make invitations

5.

Piano

6.

Props

Suggested Group Activities:

Leo the Late Bloomer

1.

Read:

2.

Students sit in a circle. Each student takes a tum filling in the frame
sentence, "Last year I c o u l d n ' t - - - - - - --

' now I

can!"
3.

Put on a "Talent Fair." Send out invitations to parents; arrange for
refreshments. Choose names out of a basket for various jobs;
announcer, program passer, parent greeters, etc. Make enough jobs
so everyone does something. Practice several group activities;
choral reading, songs, etc.
Brainstorm individual activities students may want to present;
gymnastics, lipsync, singing, playing an instrument, putting on a
play, reading a poem or story, etc. Encourage each child to share a
bit of him/herself. Ask a parent to video tape the talent fair. Enjoy
and celebrate each others talents!
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Indta,endent Activities:
1.

Each student traces patterns to create a large flower with six white
petals, a round yellow center, a green stem and leaves, and a brown
pot. These are pasted on a large light green sheet of paper in the
shape of a flower. In the yellow center of the flower the student
writes, "Watch Me Grow!" On each petal, the student fills in the
frame sentence, "Last year I couldn't--- - - - - - ' this
year I can!"
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FRIENDSHIP

53

Fro~ and Toad are Friends
Summa1:y:

Frog and Toad go through many experiences together, some joyuous,
others sad. In each adventure they help each other and encourage each
other, the way good friends do! This book conveys many aspects of
friendship in an easy to understand manner.

Objective:

To identify characteristics that make a good friend.

Materials:

1.

Map of the world

2.

Envelopes and paper

3.

Chair

4.

Journals

Suggested Group Activities:

are Friends

1.

Read: Fro~ and Toad

2.

Brainstorm attributes that make a good friend. Hang list in room.
(Students can add to it as they think of more words).

3.

Children take turns sitting in a "compliment" chair. The rule states:
Anyone sitting in the chair receives a compliment from others in the
room.

4.

Children write to pen pals in another country, state, or city. They
use their new skills to build new friendships and to reach out to
others.

5.

During sustained silent writing have students write in a friends
journal for the day. Brainstorm ahead of time ways to be supportive
and to give compliments.

6.

Role play difficult situations that can arise in close friendships. Have
different students role play possible solutions. (See next page for
examples).

7.

Set up the classroom in cooperative groups.
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Independent Activities:
1.

Students can make their own autograph books and have friends sign
them .

•

Your friend's kitten died yesterday. Your friend is very sad,
and won't talk to anyone .

•

Your friend promised he/she would sit by you at lunch, but
someone else gave your friend a piece of cake to sit by them .

•
•

Your friend said something mean about you .
You and your friends are playing in a group. All of a
sudden two friends start fighting .

•

Your friend is showing you a craft project she just finished
making. You drop it accidentally and break it

•

Some friends are over at your house. One of your friends
breaks a window with a ball.

•

You and your friends walk home together after school. Your
friend wants you to stop at store for a while - you know you
have to go right home.
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Title:

A Week in the Life of Best Friends

Summary:

This short paperback is a collection of poems about children who are best
friends.

Objective:

To explore the concept of friendship.

Materials:

1.

Book: A Week in the Life of Best Friends

2.

Items for "Friendly Deeds Tree".

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read: A Week in the Life of Best Friends

2.

Create a friendly deeds tree. Get an old branch and place in a coffee
can with small stones. Each time the teacher or a student catch a
class member doing a friendly deed, the deed and the name go on
the tree.

3.

Brainstorm qualities that make a person a good friend.

4.

Discuss how poetry can sometimes express feelings of friendship
better than other types of writing.

Independent Activities:
1.

Write a biography of a friends life. When biographies are
completed, have children share them with each other.

2.

Write friendship poems. (Provide a blank book for each student's
poems. Model Haiku, pattern poems, Acrostic poetry, etc.
combining a friendship /poetry unit)

3.

Have students bring in poems about friendship and put into a class
book for all to enjoy.
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Stone Soup

Summary:

This is the story of three hungry soldiers who come to a town. The
townspeople are weary of their food being taken. Through ingenuity, the
soldiers get everyones cooperation and a feast is held for all.

Objective:

To identify the effects of cooperation as a building block to friendship.

Materials:

1.

Book: Stone Soup

2.

Cooking supplies and utensils

Suggested Group Activities:
I.

Read: Stone Soup

2.

For lunch one day, have each child bring one item and make your
own pot of stone soup, sharing the experience and the food.

3.

Read the story Stone Soup and have students act it out as the story is
being read. As children experience reenactment of the story, the
message of sharing becomes more meaningful.

4.

Compare several versions of the book Stone Soup.

5.

As a group, do a project together such as clearing the playground
area of trash, putting into practice lessons of cooperation learned
from the story.

6.

Place students in cooperative groups for several weeks to practice
what was learned, and to strengthen student relationships.

7.

Have a food and toy drive. This will give the children a real life
experience in sharing (which is an important attribute of friendship).

8.

Have a "Friendship Week" to reinforce friendship skills. Each day
model and practice one attribute of friendship.
Monday - Being a good listener
Tuesday - Sharing
Wednesday - Cooperating
Thursday - Helping
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Friday - Being polite and kind.
9.

As a homework assignment, have each child think of something
he/she can share (i.e. time, talents, etc.) with the class or a friend.
This will allow time to practice giving - an important component of
friendship.

10.

Each student is given a set of ten index cards. Together brainstorm
kind deeds that can be done for others. Students are to make at least
five coupons each to be redeemed for a specific kind deed.
Example:

To: MOM
From: BILLY

lnckmendent Activities:

1.

Class book: Each child writes one page about sharing.
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FEARS

59
Frizzy the Fearful

Summary:

Frizzy Tiger was always afraid. He was scared of high places, low places,
water, climbing trees, the dark, fungus, loud noises, and finding pits in
pitless fruit. He didn't want anyone to know he was afraid so he made
excuses not to do anything. While helping a friend with her fears, he finds
himself overcoming some of his fears.

Objectives:

To identify different types of fears.
To identify ways to conquer fears.
To share common fears.

Materials:

I.

Book: Frizzy the Fearful

Suggested Group and Independent Activities:
1.

Read: Frizzy the Fearful

2.

Discuss the book.

3.

Place each of Frizzy's fears on a 3 x 5 card and put in a can. Have
each student choose one fear. Each student will take the fear they
chose and make a picture of Frizzy experiencing that fear and one of
him overcoming that same fear.

4.
picture.
overcome.

Make a 'Fears We've Overcome' bulletin board. Put up each child's
Under each picture have the child list fears that he/she has
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~:

Hansel and Gretel

Summary:

This is the traditional tale of Hansel and Gretel told in easy to understand
language.

Objective:

To identify fearful situations and role play solutions.

Materials:

1.

Book: Hansel and Gretel

2.

Overhead Projector

3.

Puppet materials

Suggested Group Activities:
1.

Read: Hansel and Gretel

2.

Discuss story.

3.

Brainstorm all the fearful, scary situations they encountered and
write them on the overhead. (i.e. fear of abandonment, fear of
hunger, fear of the dark, and fear of step- mother).

4.

Role Play - Have students take turns being Hansel and Gretel in
each fearful situation. Have the children act out different solutions
to the fearful situation.

5.

Make hand puppets out of paper sacks. Have the students reenact
the story.
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Title:

Franklin in the Dark

Summazy:

Franklin is afraid of small dark places. Franklin is a little turtle and is afraid
of his shell. He shares his fear with many other animals who in tum
confide their fears to him. He learns that everyone is afraid of something
and finds courage to face his fear.

Objective:

To identify one fear and to pick one option to alleviate that fear.

Materials:

1.

Book: Franklin in the Dark

2.

Pre-cut paper: lined and blank

3.

Tagboard for cover of class book

4.

Materials for puppets

Sug~ested Group Activities:
1.

Read: Franklin in the Dark

2.

Brainstorm common fears in one column and ideas for dealing with
those fears in a second column ("Fear Fighters").

3.

Fears

Fear Fighters

Fear of the dark

Use a night light

Fear of school bully

Talk to the principal

Fear of talking
in front of others

Set up a program with
the teacher to share
with small groups and
work up to a large group.

Make a class book. Each student does one page and illustrates it
Frame sentence my be used. (Example)
Sometimes I am afraid of - - - - - - - ·

If I - - - - - - - - - - - I might not be so scared.
4.

Make paper mache' monsters and paint with bright colors depicting
student fears. Have the students name their puppets and talk to their
puppet as if it were the thing they feared. The goal is for students to
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try and make their fear a pet, something they've accepted and can

live with.
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